DON’T TAKE CHANCES
WITH YOUR DATA
To conduct business in a digital era, your organisation needs secure
and reliable access to data. Any interruption to this access could
have catastrophic consequences for your organisation’s finances and
reputation. Put simply, operating without reliable backup processes
for your data and applications is a recipe for disaster.
51% of organisations report that even minimal durations of
application downtime or lost data would result in the loss of
customer confidence, and 46% report that it would directly result in
lost revenue – ESG Research 2018

Reduce the complexity of
managing your data

The intelligent approach to
backup and recovery

Data is increasing in both volume and value,
making the challenge of managing data an
exceedingly difficult task. As the transition
to hybrid cloud infrastructures continues, IT
teams are grappling with the best methods for
managing data in their on-premise datacentres
and cloud infrastructures. To make matters
worse, many organisations are also still relying
on ageing and outdated backup methods such
as hard disks and tape.

Softsource Backup as a Service (BaaS) is an
affordable, fully-managed backup solution
that delivers the superior security and
comprehensive recovery options you can
truly rely on. Our backup, business continuity,
data storage, and disaster recovery services
are offered in customised and cost-effective
packages. Through a monthly subscriptionbased solution, we can modernise your backup
procedures to remove unnecessary and time
consuming complexity.
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“HPE StoreOnce stores copies
of backup data in deduplicated
form, thereby reducing the backup
footprint by as much as 95%.”
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Softsource Backup as a
Service (BaaS)

Veeam® Backup and Replication™

Utilising leading-edge backup and
recovery technology, Softsource can tailor
a BaaS solution to your unique business
requirements. Our technical experts will
assess your existing business operations and
identify the areas where we believe BaaS can
offer you greater peace of mind. Our BaaS
solutions leverage the latest advances in data
storage, backup, and disaster recovery from
our industry-leading partners.

HPE StoreOnce
The new, next-generation HPE StoreOnce
system provides a built-for-cloud data
protection platform that can scale from small
remote offices to the largest enterprises
and service providers. Next-generation HPE
StoreOnce can help you reduce cost, risk, and
complexity with flash-speed protection in your
data center, as well as deliver low-cost archive
and disaster recovery in the cloud.

Veeam® Backup & Replication™ helps
businesses achieve comprehensive data
protection for ALL workloads - virtual,
physical and cloud-based workloads. With
a single console, achieve fast, flexible and
reliable backup, recovery and replication of
all applications and data. For businesses that
have existing investments in Veeam Backup
and Replication, Softsource offers Veeam
Cloud Connect for offsite backup replication
and business continuity options.
Seamlessly upgrade your existing Veeam
solution using HPE StoreOnce and
Softsource Veeam Subscriptions - Many
organisations are using free or entry level
versions of Veeam, and we can seamlessly
upgrade your existing workloads for
improved capability and validity.

HPE StoreOnce simplifies your cloud backup
with a data protection solution that doesn’t
need a separate gateway or virtual appliance.
You’ll be able to easily cloud-enable your
backup and enterprise apps, and backup only
unique data to the cloud for 20 times lower
cloud storage costs.

Get the peace of mind you need
from your data backup
One size does not fit all - our technical experts
will discuss your requirements, assess your
existing business operations and architect the
ideal solution for your business. Softsource’s
BaaS is a subscription-based cloud backup
and recovery solution that delivers an
uncomplicated, modernised solution without
the headache and expense of hard disk and
tape backup procedures.
Softsource BaaS enables you to prepare
for and respond to any disruption that your
organisation experiences this year, and in the

years to come. Through a state-of-the-art
solution that secures your most valuable and
critical data, you can expect to see:
·· drastically reduced capital cost from
physical backups
·· increased reliability and security of data
·· less time spent by your IT teams managing
manual backups
·· easily restorable data in the event of a
disruption or disaster
·· greater peace of mind from advanced
backup security

Softsource BaaS utilises best-in-class physical infrastructure and the strictest standard of
operations for fail-proof protection and security.
Contact Softsource now to discuss this comprehensive solution for securing your business
data now, and into the future, through an affordable monthly subscription.
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